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Dear friends,

The twelfth edition of the International Hall of Gala Ciders –IHGC/SISGA- is 
already underway, to be held from September 29 to October 2 in Xixón, Asturies.

In this edition two modalities of participation are established:

MODALITY A - NON PRESENTIAL: SISGA’22 AWARDS.

MODALITY B - PRESENTIAL: XII INTERNATIONAL HALL OF GALA CIDERS- 
SISGA’22 AWARDS.

MODALITY A: SISGA’22 AWARDS

For this modality, attendance is not required, being the presentation to these 
prizes open and free of cost, previously completing and sending the attached 
registration form, before September 10th, and contributing sending cider in the 
amounts detailed below, being the deadline for us to receive aforementioned cider the 
September 15th:

 5 bottles de 75 cl or its volume equivalent of each kind of cider or Perry 
presented to the contest.

 3 bottles of 70 cl or its volume equivalent of each kind of ice cider or fire cider 
presented to the contest.

 2 bottles of 70 cl or its volume equivalent of each kind of cider liqueurs and 
distilled ciders presented to the contest.

There are the following prize categories:

 Premium.- For the variety best qualified in each category.
 Gold.- For scores from 85 to 100.
 Silver.- For scores from 70 to 85.
 Bronze.- For scores from 60 to 70.

There will be a trophy for the Premium ones and awarding stickers for the rest of 
categories.

There is also the chance to get a physical medal with an extra cost of  € 50, and in 
case of needing more awarding stickers can be purchased with a cost depending on 
the amount required plus shipping costs.
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MODALITY B: XII INTERNATIONAL HALL OF GALA 
CIDERS - SISGA’22 AWARDS

This modality is presential, attending in person. At least one person must represent 
the participating company. Participation is free, by completing and sending the 
attached registration form in advance, before September 10th, and contributing 
with the cider in the amounts detailed below before September 15.

 12 bottles of 70 cl or its volume equivalent of each kind of cider or perry 
presented.

 6 bottles of 70 cl or its volume equivalent of each kind of ice cider / fire cider 
presented.

 4 bottles of 70 cl or its volume equivalent of each kind of cider liqueurs and 
distilled ciders presented to the contest.

Inscription in this modality includes:

 Lodging in 4 star hotel for the nights of 30 September and 1 October, for one 
person.

 Participation in the SISGA Awards 2022 in as many categories as you may want 
to.

 Chance to join the international jury deciding the SISGA Awards (one person 
per cider mil). 

 Work lunch. On the days 30th September and 1st of October. 
 Possibility to perform a guided tasting and participate in it.
 Free stand in the Open to Public Tasting.
 Confraternity Espicha (traditional Asturian informal lunch).
 Gala Brunch1 and SISGA Awards ceremony for one person. During the morning 

of the Sunday 2nd of October, where there will be a pairing of ciders and dishes.

IMPORTANT

* Please find enclosed the document to sign in called “Registration Document 
SISGA’22”. Deadline for inscription: 10th of September.
* The participation includes the points aforementioned for one person. For each 

1 To participate in the Gala Brunch, formal attire is required. 
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extra person there is a 100 € fee. That would include every activity of the event, 
every day. In case that the extra person only wants to join the Gala Brunch, the fee is 
45 € instead, not including any other activity of the event. 

The deposit is to be made to the Asturies XXI Foundation account ES00-0081-5157-60-
0001228623. BIC: BSABESBBXXX with deadline being the 10th of September. Please 
make the deposit to name of our foundation and with the name of your company.
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